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EnergiPlant creates excitement
New invention promotes renewable sources of energy

First-year
fears
Tori Thomas
Assistant Opinion Editor

Taking those first steps onto
campus as a first-year student can
be intimidating. Everything is new,
right down to the streets being
walked on under the San Diego sun.
With a melting pot of backgrounds,
ideas,
and
personalities; the
transition to college can be a
daunting one to make.
For sophomore Lauren Wood,
the worries she had as a first year are
not difficult to recall.
"I was afraid of failure," Wood
said. "Having been undiagnosed
with ADHD much of high school,
I didn't have much experience
being able to focus on and do well
in classes. I was terrified that my
success in school once I'd been
diagnosed and medicated for
ADHD, was somehow a fluke."
Junior Raquel Bours expressed
her own difficulties with the
transition and the swarm of worries
she was faced with.
"My biggest fears were language
barriers," Bours said. "Not being able
to make any friends, encountering
racism and not handling it well, or
having rtvy roommates hate me'.'

The EnergiPlant was installed in front of the 1PJ on Aug. 2.
Thoraa Christensen/The U S D Vista

Amy Inkrott
News Editor
Among the plants in front of
the Kroc Institute for Peace and
Justice, one flower towers above
the others. Its white petals turn to
face the cool ocean breeze, while
the large green leaves soak up the
San Diego sunshine. Fueled by the
natural elements, the EnergiPlant
comes alive.
The new EnergiPlant was
installed in front of the Kroc Institute
for Peace and Justice (KIPJ) on Aug.
2. Using only renewable forms of
energy, this new sculpture provides

students with a place to charge their
devices while spending time with
their peers.
The EnergiPlant was developed
by Ned McMahon, Primo Wind's
CEO and member of the Kroc School
of Peace Studies Advisory Board.
McMahon became interested in
wind and solar energy during his
time sailing and surfing throughout
San Diego. Fie hopes that inventions
like the EnergiPlant will help combat
the effects of climate change and
bring greater attention to sources of
renewable energy.
"Our goal is to have reliant and
resilient power anywhere in the
world - urban and rural," McMahon

said. "We, at Primo Wind, always
believed micro-wind and microsolar is an 'and' rather an 'or'. There
is no better way to get off the grid
power."
The sculpture is both artistic
and innovative. It operates using
only the wind and solar energy it
creates. The EnergiPlant is a free
standing Nano grid, meaning it
does not require any hard wiring or
foundation, allowing the installation
to be completed in just under
two hours. Together, the flower's
petals form a wind turbine, while
the leaves are covered with solar
panels.This is especially appropriate
at USD, where the sculpture has

plenty of exposure to sunshine
and sea breeze. These aspects
produce energy to power the plant's
numerous charging ports. The
sculpture contains both outlets and
USB ports, providing students with
a place to charge their cell phones
and computers.
The Kroc School installed the
EnergiPlant as a reminder of the
world's need for sustainability and
social justice. Patricia Marquez, dean
of the Kroc School of Peace Studies,
explained how this new endeavour
relates to that mission.
"The mission and the vision of

See EnergiPlant, Page 2

Expectations high
for football
Anderson Haigler
Sports Editor
Given the success of the
University of San Diego's football
team in recent years, it could be
easy for the Toreros to rest on
prior accolades when considering
the season ahead of them. USD's
coaches' office is adorned with
an impressive array of Pioneer
Football League (PFL) championship
trophies, the most recent of which
commemorating first-place marks in

each of the last three seasons. This
trio of successful campaigns includes
last year, in which the Toreros went
10-3, and reached the second round
of the Football Championship
Subdivision (FCS) playoffs. These
golden footballs perched atop
opulent wooden pedestals line the
shelves of the USD coaching staff's
humble workspace, and make one
thing clear — the Toreros are a force
to be reckoned with in the PFL.

See Football, Page 11

Redshirt senior quarterback Anthony Lawrence is expected to lead
the way for USD on offense this season.
Anderson Haigler/The USD Vista
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Counselor Kathleen Grassetti at
the USD Wellness Center has had
a few first years pass through her
office.
"As with most life transitions,
there are many fears and anxieties
that accompany a first year college
experience," Grassetti said. "One of
the most prevalent concerns we
encounter is fear of not finding
a community or strong social
network. University of San Diego
makes deliberate efforts to connect
students to community-building
opportunities throughout their
entire educational experience."
It is not just Grassetti who thinks
that creating a community is one
of the most important aspects of a
smooth transition from high school
to college.
"The community helped a lot,"
Wood said. "The first thing I did was
join Pride which was such a breath
of fresh air because the high school
I attended was wildly homophobic
and my family isn't accepting
either, so it was important to be in
an environment where I could be
myself."
Some incoming first years hear
about the stereotypes of college:
the wild parties, potential weight
gain,and loss of friends back
home; which can contribute to the
anxieties experienced during the
transition.
"A lot of what I heard about
college was that it was a lot of
partying, which is true if you seek
it out but a lot of people really are
just there to go to school/'Wood

See First-year, Page 4

New baseball
coach hired
See Sports, page 11
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EnergiPIant blooms at USD
Encouraging students to be Changemakers

A sunny day outside of the Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice

Amy Inkrott
News Editor

EnergiPIant from Page 1
the Kroc School center on preparing
people for developing communities where
there is peace and justice and all individuals
feel safe and have the opportunity to thrive,"
Marquez explained.
This addition to the Kroc School
is reflective of USD's identity as a
Changemaker campus. As Changemakers,
students are called to connect elements of
their own lives to issues in the community,
access to energy sources.
The people at the Kroc School hope
that this new invention will spark a sense of
curiosity in students, inspiring them to think
about the impact they themselves can have
on the community.
Dean Marquez is also excited about the
connections that can be made with the new
EnergiPIant.
"At USD, the EnergiPIant will serve as a
new hub of connections for people in the

Thomas Christensen/The USD Vista

physical and virtual sense," Marquez said.
Dean
Marquez intends for the
EnergiPIant to be the beginning of a new
"sculpture garden" for the Kroc School.
Students are encouraged to consider the
ways in which artistry and innovation can
be combined to create similar inventions.
"We envision a USD garden where
people can be inspired not only by the
beauty of our campus but by seeing and
touching things that we can create here to
change the world for the better," Marquez
said.
Inventions similar to the EnergiPIant
can be used to foster a more sustainable
and environmentally conscious society.
Sophomore Regina Gaffney is excited
about the new EnergiPIant and its potential
applications.
"I can see them being installed in places
like parks and outdoor malls. People are
always needing to charge their phones.
This invention makes that convenient and
efficient," Gaffney said.
This new gathering place was installed
this past month and is ready to be enjoyed
by the USD community.
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OPINION
To declare or not to declare
Formerly undeclared students and first year LLC advisors discuss being undecided

Paulina Sierra
Opinion Editor
Questions about a student's
major are an unavoidable reality of
college life, as it has the potential
to follow some students all the
way to graduation day, and often
beyond. However, being undecided
can weigh on incoming students,
especially with external pressures
to declare.
At the University of San
Diego, students are required to
take a variety of courses under
general education, called Core
Requirements. These classes are
meant to give the students a wellrounded education and provide
students the opportunity to focus
their first semesters on different
areas of study.

Creative Writing, agreed.
"I declared for English with a
Creative Writing emphasis in my
second semester of sophomore
year, and I decided at about the
same time. Before that, I had
considered Philosophy, Theology,
even Math!" Carucci said. "My
biggest indicator concerning my
major was my general ed English
classes and my professors."
Students are then able to use
their experience in these classes
to try different disciplines, which is
a commonly cited piece of advice
given to undeclared students.
Doing so will not set them back,
since these classes are fulfilling
requirements. For example, if the
student takes one physics class,
later deciding to change majors,
the science class can count under
their science requirement.

"The biggest resource USD offers is the Core
Curriculum. It is a buffet table that allows you to
try different foods to help you find the ones you
like best."
With a myriad of majors to chose from, coming int as undecided can be an incredibly overwhelming way to begin your college career.

-Dr. Evelyn Kirkley
Evelyn
Kirkley,
associate
professor of Theology and Religious
Studies and student advisor,
thought similarly.
"The biggest resource USD
offers is the Core Curriculum,"
Kirkley said. "It is the buffet table

that allows you to try different
foods to help you find the ones you
like best."
B Carucci, a USD senior and
English major with an emphasis in

Rita Srekais/The USD Vista

Additionally, the LLC program is
a great way for a first-year student
to figure out their interests. Each
LLC class is made up of first years
that share a living community,
and are provided an advisor (their
LLC professor) who remains their
advisor until they officially declare
a major. This advisor will help the
student pick classes and narrow
their interests, further helping
them decide on a major. They are

Announcements

New Declaration of
Major Process

The Declaration of Major process
will be moved online! To declare
a. major and/or minor, or update .
your catalog term, you will login
to the MySanDiego portal to
submit your online request Go to
Torero Hub > My Academics >
Registrar Forms >'Declaration of
Major

also assigned a Scholastic Advisor
(SAj; a student who has taken the
class before and will serve as a peer
advisor.
Accordingv
to
"The
Developmental
Disconnect
in
Choosing a Major: Why Institutions
Should
Prohibit. Choice
until
Second Year," to an academic
journal written by Liz Freedman,
75 percent of students change
their major before graduating.
Often times this is due to external
pressure from others to declare
as soon as possible, especially to
avoid graduating late.
Carucci
remembers
having
experienced
pressures,
from
professors and students alike.
"People talked about the
difficulty of graduating in four years
from USD; declaring would help
with that," Carucci said. "Professors
also tried to recruit me for their
department when they knew I was
undecided."
Eric Hansen, a USD junior
majoring in International Relations
with a minor in Spanish, remembers
these external pressures and their
affect.
"I wasn't worried about coming
in undecided until I figured out
that most people already thought

Coming Soon

Undecided first year students logging into their MySanDiego portals are greeted with

MM

a major announcement; USD major declaration is now going online, making it easier

Photo courtesy of the USD Media Gallery

than ever to declare.
Photo courtesy of MySanDiego

they knew what they were doing,"
Hansen said.
Despite the obstacles, Kirkley
and Carucci both agree that
coming into college undeclared is
not detrimental.
"\ don't think being undecided

higher
grades,
have
better
relationships with professors (who
will be writing recommendation
letters!), and enjoy your life more."
Hansen agrees, emphasizing
that it is important to let go a bit,
and aUow college to happen, and

hindered my career," Carucci said.

your interests to come to you.

"It did mean I worried more about
money and job security, but it
was necessary for me to try as
many subjects as possible before I
decided on one."
Kirkley concurs, adding that
picking a major too quickly is
one of the biggest mistakes an
undergraduate can make.
"I realize there is pressure from
many sources to know what you
are going to do in college," Kirkley
said. "However, I think it is better to
wait and find the major that really
fits you."
In addition, Kirkley believes,
it is important to feel comfort in a
major.
"Ask yourself the following:
'what course(s) do I like best?'
'Which ones am I excited to attend
and do the reading?'What subjects
come easily to me?"' Kirkley said.
"In other words, major in the area
that you both like and do well in. If
you do that, chances are you'll earn

"Don't worry about it," Hansen
said. "Some class will come along,
or you'll have a conversation
with a faculty member who will
introduce you to something that
sounds amazing. Make sure you
stay aware of what your interests
are and be true to those things,
because majoring in something
that you don't actually like is a
huge bummer, especially when
you didn't try something that you
might have loved."
The concept of narrowing one's
area of study can be difficult, and
external pressures can make the
fear of making a mistake even
stronger, but it is important to
remember that first years have
unbiased resourses to guide them
as well as quite a bit of time to get
their major sorted out.
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The college transition and other
first-year fears
College can be tough, but on-campus resources are here to help

Tori Thomas
Assistant Opinion
First-year fears from Page 1
said. "Not all of the social
scene revolves around alcohol."
Counselor Grassetti
also
touched on the problematic
nature of many stereotypes.
"Stereotypes in most forms
can be damaging as they set up
a preconceived notion for an
experience," Grassetti said. "The
transition to college comes with
its challenges, including learning
how to manage lifestyle choices.
Establishing and maintaining a
healthy lifestyle while studying
at USD is important for academic
performance and enjoyment of
life, as well as achieving other
goals."
Healthy lifestyles for some
seem like an impossible goal to
reach in college. Fridges full of
take out, sleepless nights spent
haunched over the computer,
and workout routines that never
happen are all challenges faced
during college years. But it is
not just physical health that is
important.
"Mental health is important
and should be attended to in
the same way we look for our
physical well being." Grasettie
said, "On campus, there are
lots of resources available to
support students experiencing
sadness, homesickness, stress,
or just needing a supportive
ear. It is important to remember
that you are not alone if you are
having a hard time transitioning
to college life. There are lots of
people on campus that want to
help, reaching out for support
is a sign of self-awareness and
strength."
Wood believed that the
counselling center and the
wellness center helped her a lot
with easing her transitions and
the mental health struggles that
accompanied them.
"I went to the wellness center
a couple months into school
because I was just about at my
breaking point," Wood said. "It
was really easy to go in and
make an appointment to see a

Living in a new place without support systems like their parents or past counselors can present a challenge to students in need of psychological and/or emotional support.
Photo courtesy of the USD Media Gallery

counselor, and it was incredibly
helpful. The counselor I saw
helped me work through some
of the things I was going through
and helped rrie call counselors
covered by my insurance to
continue with more long term
counseling."
Bours wenttothe counselling
center as well and was redirected
to the Center for Student Success
to help with her academics.
"The Center for Student
Success helped keep on track
with my homework and get
a better time management
system," Bours said. "They
informed me I had the option of

taking an MLA, and the next year
I did. It helped me a lot."
The transition from high
school into college is a difficult
time for everyone and it is
important to remember that
no one is alone in experiencing
those struggles.
Bours went to school in
Mexico and at USD was faced
with
a
difficult
transition
process, not only academically
but culturally.
"I was used to doing well
without
really
trying
but
here I had to do the readings
and develop a study system,"
Bours said. "There was also

"I went to the wellness center a couple months
into school because I was just about at my
breaking point. It was really easy to go in and
make an appointment to see a counselor, and it
was incredibly helpful."
-Lauren Wood

"Mental health is important and should be
attended to in the same way we look for our
physical well being. On campus, there are lots
of resources available to support students
experiencing sadness, homesickness, stress,, or
just needing a supportive ear."
-Kathleen Grassetti
the difference in interactions
between people in SD and what
I was used to back in Mexico, it
just felt a lot more distant which
lead me to feel more alone than
I really was."
There are many resources
that can be utilized in times of
need, especially when dealing
with the loneliness that can
come from the transition from
high school to college. The
Counseling Center is just the
beginning; along with the
Student Health Center, The
Center for Health and Wellness
Promotion,
and
University

Ministry, as well as Scholastic
and Resident Assistants, that
specialize in helping incoming
students.
Counselor Grassetti wanted
to remind everyone that the
stress that comes from this
change is normal and can be
overcome.
"College
opens
a
new
chapter of a student's life
academically,
socially,
and
personally," Grassetti said."There
is newfound independence and
a myriad of critical decisions
that first-year students may be
experiencing for the first time.
Expect to feel some stress and
homesickness, but don't let
these issues wear you down."
As first years take their
first steps into adulthood and
freedom, it is important to
remember the stressors, anxiety,
and fear may all be part of the
mixed emotions felt. The USD
community is here to act as a
supporting net and a guiding
hand for future prosperity.

Have an opinion? Write
a Letter to the Editor to he
considered for publication in The
USD Vista. Contact vistaeditor@
sandiego.edufor more
information.
The views expressed in
the Opinion section are not
necessarily those of The USD
Vista staff, the University of San
Diego, or its student body.

The USD Counseling Center can be of great help to students struggling to adapt to life as a college student, as well as those in need of mental health resources.
Photo courtesy of the USD Media Gallery
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A Student's Cjutde
to

• • • Campus Dining • • •
The University of San Diego has a variety ofon-campus dining options that provide not only quality and satisfying
food and drink, but also their own unique ambiance. Due to the diversity within campus dining, it's important for
students to explore each option to find their favorite spots. To give students a head start, here's a guide to USD's
many different food options.

Bert's Bistro:
A hidden gem located in the Mother
Rosalie Hill Hall just across the street from
the IPJ. It serves various sandwiches,
burritos, and even sushi, you can't
overlook this dining option.

THE USD VISTA
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Torero Tu Go:

Missions Cafe:

Perched on the West side of
campus during the day and near
the Alcala Vistas at night, this
food truck is a fan favorite with
various burger and drink options.

This smaller dining option, is nestled
in the Valley by the Missions A and B
dorms. Open long hours, this is a
great spot to get smoothies, acai
bowls, or a quick meal like
chicken strips or a sandwich.

Aromas:
The new and improved coffee shop on
the bottom floor of Maher Hall is the
trendy place to be on campus.
Delicious drinks as well as various
sandwiches, pastries, and toast,
make this spot a delightful place
to have a study group or just
hang out. Not to mention the
instagram-worthy ambiance

Tu Mercado:
The on-campus market and deli has almost anything
a college student might need - from lunch options to
groceries and even travel sized toiletries.

The Student Life Pavilion (SLP):
For those looking for something a little more
refined, USD's on-campus restaurant brings the
total dining experience. This is a lovely place to
bring visiting family members or friends, though
one should be warned that it is a bit more
expensive due to its upscale menu.

La Paloma:
Conveniently located between the Kroc Institute for
Peace and Justice (often called the IPJ) and The Shiley
Center for Science and Technology (Shiley, for short),
this perpetually-busy spot has a lot to offer. A noodle
bar, sandwich and salad station, breakfast station,
and a small coffee and smoothie station make this an
excellent option for any meal.

As the epicenter of all dining options, the SLP offers three square
meals a day (and brunch on the weekends) with numerous
varieties of food to choose from. Use your meal swipes for brunch
on the weekends or dinner any day of the week and enjoy an allyou-can-eat experience.

Blue Spoon:
For a fantastic smoothie or acai bowl, visit the small
kiosk that's accessible from both the Torero Store and
Frank's Lounge.

**A word on meal plans: All meal plans at USD include a set number of meal swipes and Dining Dollars per semester. Meal swipes
can be used exclusively at the Student Life Pavilion (SLP) for dinners through the week and brunch on the weekends whereas
Dining Dollars can be used at any on-campus dining site.**
Spread by Rita Srekais; Content by McKenna Moret/The USD Vista
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FEATURE
Oh, the places Toreros go
USD staff and students offer advice on the study abroad experience

Jennifer Mossuto
Feature Editor
Although San Diego is a travel
destination in itself, that does
not stop college students from
jumping on the opportunity to
study abroad. According to the
Institute of International Education,
in 2017 the University of San Diego's
study abroad program ranked No.
2 nationally for undergraduate
study abroad participation. USD's
programs include 30 assorted
countries and 80 diverse programs
for students of all interests. From
Argentina to Morocco or Uruguay,
the variety of opportunities and
adventures are endless.
Junior, Claire Mulcahy, is a New
Zealand second year experience
(SYE) alumna.
"My favorite memory about
being abroad was the freedom to
go and do fun things," Mulcahy said.
"Obviously we had to go to class,
but after our class in the morning,
we were free to spend the rest of
the day and our days off however
we wanted to. It was all about us
exploring the country."
Melody Day, a second semester
sophomore, is currently working in
the International Center as a study
abroad intern. She is also a St. Clare's
Oxford study abroad alumna.
"We often get asked, 'What
programs do you have?' and 'How

do you study abroad?' We usually
give them a flyer with the full list of
semester and short-term programs

packing list,as well as information of
arrival, international insurance, and
airfare. USD also offers scholarships
for study abroad and helps students
find outside scholarships to help
fund their excursion.
Junior, Summer Anderson, is a
Florence SYE alumna and agreed
that the International Center
helped her and other students with
anything they needed for study
abroad.
"The meetings were definitely
helpful, especially the ones we had
when we actually got to Florence,"
Anderson said. "The staff went over
some common phrases and tips
about finding the best places to eat."
One of the most enticing
parts of studying abroad is the
flexibility. Students can go in the
fall, intersession, spring, or summer.
With so many options, it can be
difficult to decide when the best
time to go abroad may be.
"For semester programs, most
students tend to go in the fall of
their sophomore year or junior
year, but as long as the student has
45 units, he or she is able to go at
any time; however, we recommend
that you save a few core classes to
take while abroad, as major-specific
classes may be more difficult to find
at a partner institution," Day said.
"For short-term programs, including
intersession and summer, any
time is a good time. Each program
may have different application
requirements, however as long as
prospective applicants meet the
basic eligibility requirements, the

"Come in with an open mind and a good pair of
walking shoes"
-Lauren Bergmark
and then direct them to go to a
Study Abroad 101 session, where
we answer the other questions most
students have,"Day said.
USD's
International
Center
encourages and helps students
prepare to go abroad. This includes
pre-departure orientations, helping
students receive passports and
visas, providing students with a

chance of acceptance is very high."
Some of the most popular study
abroad programs are Semester at
Sea, Madrid, Prague, and Rome.
During Semester at Sea, students
live on a charming 600 passenger
cruise ship while traveling to at
least 12-14 different ports, making
it desirable to students who want to
see as much as possible in a limited

The international center is located in Serra Hall 201.

Summer Anderson posing for a picture in Florence, Italy on the Second-Year Experience.
Photo Courtesy of Summer Anderson

amount of time. Semester at Sea, as
well as all semester-long programs,
last about three months, fulfilling
either the fall or spring semester.
While traveling from one country
to another, students continue to
take courses aboard the ship to earn
credits for that semester.
In
2014,
USD
created
an
international
location
in
Madrid, Spain. This center offers
undergraduate courses to students
abroad in Madrid, as well as a

Thomas Christensen/The USD Vista

home away from home. The Madrid
program offers classes in English

train to Lucca where we rode a bike
that seated three. We biked around

"SYE is only a three week program, so you only
have so many days to go out and explore. I would
say take every moment you possibly can."
-Claire Mulcahy
and a home-stay opportunity
where students live with families
and immerse themselves in the
home life and culture of Spain. As
for student life, Madrid is known
for its tasty tapas, and afternoon
siestas. During the spring semester
excursion, students are taken on
a tour of Paris for three incredible
days.
Another popular study abroad
program, as mentioned previously,
is SYE, where sophomores go to
another country for several weeks
over the intersession before spring
semester. Students can go to the
city of Florence, Italy or Auckland,
New Zealand. Many students
take advantage of this invaluable
opportunity to visit interesting
places, try different activities, and
spend time with friends in their
year. While in their new country,
they also partake in one three-unit
course that will fulfill a curriculum
requirement.
"My advice for Florence is to
pack lots of warm clothing and
to try anything and everything
that you wouldn't normally do,"
Anderson said."My favorite memory
is when my friends and I took the

the city and we looked absolutely
ridiculous! It was hilarious to us and
the locals."
Mulcahy also shared some
advice in regards to her time on SYE.
"My one piece of advice to a
student going abroad would be to
use each and every moment you
can to explore and do fun things,"
Mulcahy said. "SYE is only a three
week program, so you only have so
many days to go out and explore. I
would say take every moment you
possibly can. One or two chill days
won't kill you, but there is so much
to see and experience that you want
to take every opportunity to find
your new favorite restaurant or a
cool waterfall hike or an awesome
museum. Go out and explore."
Junior, Lauren Bergmark, gave
one honest piece of advice for all
interested study abroad students.
"Come in with an open mind
and a good pair of walking shoes,"
Bergmark said.
USD students have many
options when planning their trip
abroad. The International Center
is located in Serra Hall 201 and is
available to answer any questions
concerning students' travels.
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ARTS & CULTURE
First year guide to San Diego art
A reference for students interested in exploring the city's local art scene with suggestions on where to start

Dorothy Dark
A&C Editor
San Diego's rich cultural history
has played a vital role in the evolu
tion of the city's identity. The art
that emerged from its inhabitants
reflects the continued efforts of the
community.
These efforts are rooted in
the tradition of rallying together
when confronted with the ques
tion: where do we go from here?
The sense of fellowship carries the
city far in its continued growth
and manifests in San Diego's arts.
At best they reach beyond preten
tiousness to better reflect the atti
tude of the community. Fortunately
for students, experiences with local
art often comes at little to no cost
Today, the art scene flourishes
throughout the region. Multifaceted forms of artistic demonstration
are on display in galleries, parks,
and venues. Akin to the material
art in San Diego are the efforts of
organizations advocating for the
development of neighborhoods by
way of civil engagement.
Art is everywhere, but in becom
ing familiar with local promoters of
creativity, it's helpful to have a start
ing point. Below is a collection of
notable sources for art in San Diego.
The presence of art in this city runs
deep, and for those interested in
further exploration, these may help
scratch the surface.

righteousness, which works to build
community through civic engage
ment and organization. The Market
Creek Plaza is an example of their
work brought to life, and the area
serves as a center for the surround
ing community. While the Plaza
provides restaurants and retail,
nearby is another attraction and
the nation's first legal graffiti park:
Writerz Blok.The urban art program
provides a creative outlet for artists
in Southeastern San Diego, and
hosts a variety of events focused
around creative expression.

For further inquiry: https://digitalgym.org

At La Bodega Gallery, Chris Zertuche and Soni Lopez-Chavez have
created a space for artists and art
enthusiasts alike. Bringing local cul
ture to the forefront of their reno
vated warehouse, they highlight
the vibrant work of creators within
their community. A visit to the gal
lery will guarantee exposure to
stimulating artwork with commu
nal relevance in the here and now.
For further inquiry: https://www.
labodegagallery.com
La Jolla Playhouse
Driven by a desire to provide com
pelling and progressive theatre,
the Playhouse puts on quality per
formances that not only entertain
but aim to provoke. Ranging from
Experimental Theatre to world pre
mieres, their productions appeal
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to a broad audience and work as
an example of evolving aft in the
modern context. Admission is more
costly than a trip to the movies, but
the price point may be worth it to
experience contemporary theatri
cal art in San Diego.
For further inquiry: https://lajollaplayhouse.org

events, there is truly something for
everyone within the 1,200 acres of
land. In cultivating ^ place where
recreation and education are read
ily available, the park delivers as a
hub for culture, science, and history.
For further inquiry: https://www.
balboapark.org

of trails which deliver an alternative
to buzzing city life. The richness of
Southern California's natural beauty
can be explored by way of hiking,
boating, or camping.
For further inquiry: https://mtrp.org
Athenaeum Music & Arts Library

Mission Trails
Balboa Park As a cornerstone of cultural and
artistic expression in San Diego,
Balboa Park is well-practiced in
catering to the needs of its visi
tors. The historical landmark has
long been considered a staple in
the community. With scenic gar
dens, numerous restaurants, 17
museums, and regularly scheduled

The Mission Trails Regional Park
covers a great deal of the naturebased recreation San Diego has
to offer. Spanning 7,220 acres, the
vast expanse of land includes a
number of trails and natural attrac
tions open for public use. It doesn't
matter whether you're an experi
enced hiker or a certified amateur.
The park features plenty

Art is every
where, but in
becoming familiar
with local promot
ers of creativity, it's
helpful to have a
starting point

Photo Courtesy of Sherry Smith
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Media Arts Center San Diego is a
non-profit organization and proud
sponsor of the city's Digital Gym.
This space includes theaters, work
spaces, and a store all suited for
the needs of tech-savvy citizens.
The Center is committed to provid
ing art, information, and resources
that both educate and entertain.
Movie-goers and filmmakers are
sure to find a system of support for
explorations in the media arts field.
Screenings, workshops, and various
media-based programs are avail
able to the public.

Murals below the Coronado Bridge
provide striking visuals that be
speak the cultural identity and ex
perience of locals in Chicano Park.
This park stands as a testament
to the strength of the community
which surrounds it. The landscape
and scenery are animated by the
park's history of sustained civic
action. Through the dedication of
its residents the neighborhood
conjured up a space that reflects
the culture and vitality of the area,
despite political opposition en
countered along the way.

Jacobs Center for Neighborhood In
novation is an organization for land
development and a force of social

C

Media Arts Center (Digital Gym)

La Bodeaa Gallery

Writerz Blok

f

For further inquiry: http://www.
jacobscenter.org

Chicano Park

• For further inquiry: http://www.chicanoparksandiego.com/index.html

HEIGHTS.

Photo courtesy of La Bodega Gallery

The Athenaeum hosts a variety of
events which cover many facets of
artistic expression. From concerts
to lectures and assorted exhibi
tions, there is no shortage of artistry
coming from this nonprofit mem
bership library. With content exclu
sively pertaining to music and art,
the library is an extensive resource
for materials ranging from artists'
books to librettos.
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On Thi Bui's "The Best We Could Do"
Illustrator's memoir chronicles life between Vietnam and United States
Dorothy Dark
A&C Editor

When
passing
through
neighborhoods or driving along
the coast, hundreds of narratives
live on in the memories of
neighbors and strangers. Casual
waves and polite smiles may fuel
some illusion of camaraderie.
Nevertheless, there are stories
still unheard. Behind certain
doors of homes that line these
roads are deeply complex and
profoundly inspiring families who
have made something beautiful
of the circumstances they've been
handed. Illustrator Thi Bui wrote
about her family, and in doing so
offered up the privilege of reading
their story. The variation of kindred
relationships are infinite and love
abounds in peculiar - often subtle
- ways, but these stories can hold
divine wisdom.
In San Diego, a city that's
home to an estimated 170,000
immigrants, there's no shortage of
such stories. However, they often
fail to reach the general public
and live on in the foundation of
buildings we see but rarely explore.
If one were to pass by an orange
apartment building, bordered by
Bottlebrush and Cyprus, there's a
small chance the place was once
called home by author and artist
Thi Bui.
Well-versed in illustration, the
Vietnamese-American cartoonist
brings forth remnants of her

youth as inspiration for her work
depicting the"refugee experience."
In her illustrated memoir, "The
Best We Could Do", Bui offers up
the story of her family and their
experience
emigrating
from
Vietnam to the United States.
The book works as a testament
to the complicated process of
loving one another, especially in
the midst of transitioning between
cultural realities. From East to West,
the change in scenery is significant
and emotionally tasking. Coupled
with the largely untouched history
that her family carries with them,
confusion and fear seem to reign
in the hom£ as a consequence of
emotional wounds.
This does not, however, cancel
out the deep love her family holds
for one another. Bui dares to
explore the realm between what
we feel and what we do not know,
taking in the subtleties of her
childhood as a means to inform
what's below the surface. Her story
challenges the audience to look
beyond the preemptive emotions
that often stop conversations.
Where there's anger, there's a
cause, and through vulnerable
storytelling she looks for answers.
Bui's work is a meditation on
what people can do with the love readers through the exploration of
stories that occured in the past but
they feel for those around them
still hold power over the present.
in spite of characteristics that
This book is a way out of the dark
may not immediately make sense.
in searching for meaning behind
Moreover, it offers her audience
the memories that sit with us and
information on the emotional tolls
won't seem to move. Through
of displacement. She encourages
accounts of her personal trauma,
a deeper awareness from her

she offers readers an affectionate
hand in working through our own.
(Bui's work
bookstores
distributors
purchase on

Photo from Thi Bui's "The Best We
Could Do"

is available in most
and through most
online. Available for
Amazon at $12.23.)
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Expectations high for football
Toreros primed for another successful season as they look to capture their fourth consecutive PFL title
Football From Page 1
Still, USD head football coach
Dale Lindsey is blunt when
assessing his Toreros chances
at another PFL title this season,
placing an emphasis not on years
past, but instead on staying in the
moment.
"The way we deal with
everything
around
here
is
worrying about today," Lindsey
said. "We're not worried about
tomorrow — we're gonna try
to prepare for it, but we're only
concerning ourselves with today."
Despite Lindsey and his team's
focused attitude, expectations
remain high for the Toreros as the
2018 season draws nearer. For
the eighth consecutive year, USD
was picked to win the PFL regular
season title in the PFL preseason
coaches poll, and four of their
players,
(Anthony
Lawrence,
Zach Nelson, Daniel Cooney, and
Connor Spencer), were named to
the 2018 Preseason AII-PFLteam.
Lindsey spoke about what the
preseason hype surrounding his
team means (or doesn't mean) to
him and the Toreros.
"What (the amount of Toreros
selected to the preseason All-PFL
Team) means is that we lost a lot of
good players," Lindsey said. "I think
last year we had quite a bit more
that were selected preseason.
Personally, I don't pay any
attention to that because that's
last year. That's yesterday's news."
This fall, USD will have gaps to
fill in their roster after 16 seniors
graduated last season, including
star players Justin Priest, Jonathan
Petersen and Ross Dwelley the
latter of whom has since moved
on to play in the National Football
League with the San Francisco
49ers. According to Lindsey, his
outgoing seniors will be sorely
missed, and perhaps will leave
a void that USD will struggle to
immediately fill.
"There's
some
missing
parts," Lindsey said. "We got four
offensive linemen, a tight end and
a wide receiver, gone. That's a lot of
people to replace. I think you get
(players like Priest, Petersen, and
Dwelley) like once in a lifetime.
Those three guys, I think they
accounted for 120 receptions a
year. Right now, there is nobody, in
my opinion, that is at that caliber
at those positions. We have some
guys that have potential, but they

Despite the high expectations surrounding the team, USD football head coach Dale Lindsey (above) says that he and his team are "...only concerning ourselves with today."
Anderson Haigler /The USD Vista

have not done it for 11 games."
With or without their star
players of last year, the Toreros
will attempt to continue their
positive momentum into the 2018
season. They cruised through
their conference schedule last
year, going a perfect 8-0 in PFL
play, only losing to UC Davis and
Princeton University in the regular,
season.
Beyond
their
conference
slate this year, USD will not have
a rematch with Princeton, but
will take on UC Davis once again.
Lindsey gave_ his outlook on the
Toreros'2018 schedule.
"Outside of our conference,
we're playing UC Davis, which
is a scholarship school," Lindsey
said. "That's certainly a step up for
us. We're also going to Harvard.
Harvard has a great deal of access
to certain things in their program
that we don't have, though they're
also a non-scholarship school.
So those are two jump ups in my
opinion. Those two, right there,
will be a good test for us early
before we get into league play."
Last year, many of the Toreros'
games were high-scoring affairs,

characterized by big numbers
from USD on offense. Lindsey
stated that he hopes his team will
be able to continue their success
in this regard.
"I don't know if we'll be
high scoring or not, but I would
certainly hope so," Lindsey said.
"We've done that for two years,
and it's been basically because
we've been good up front, and we
got a quarterback who's unselfish,
not worried about his stats, he
wants to win."
The Toreros' aforementioned
quarterback, Anthony Lawrence,
who hails from nearby La Mesa,
Calif., is coming off a career-best
season in which he was named the
Pioneer Football League Offensive
Player of the Year after completing
245-of-347 of his passes (.665) for
3,131 yards and 33 touchdowns
in 2017. He was recently named
to the STATS FCS Walter Payton
Award Watch List for the 2018
season. Lindsey described his
senior quarterback's work ethic,
emphasizing that he iscompetitive
in all facets of the game.
"I
looked
through some
competitions that they have in the

Lindsey placed an emphasis on his team stopping the run on defense this season.
Anderson Haigler/The USD Vista

weight room in the quarterback
slot, and (Lawrence) won every one
of them," Lindsey said. "Anthony,
when you go do something, drills,
whatever on the field, shorts,
any sort of practice, he wants to
win — and does. If you've got a
quarterback, you've got a chance.
Now, we just have to find the other
10 parts."
While Lindsey was hesitant
to name specific players who
could try to step up and be those
remaining "10 parts," he did offer
more insight into his approach
heading into the season.
"We're going into the fall, and
we won't really have lineups etched
in stone until the third week of
training camp," Lindsey said. "We
want to run the ball on offense,
and we want to stop the run on
defense. We're trying to remain
two dimensional on offense, and
on defense we're trying to make
you one dimensional. We've done
a good job of that, and if we can
continue to do that, we feel like we
have a chance to be successful."
He gave two areas in which
he would like his team to improve
next year.
"Defensively, we'd like for our
secondary to be a little tighter
in coverage," Lindsey said. "And
offensively I think we're going to
open it up and throw the ball a
little bit."
TheToreros'overall goal for the
season remains the same: win the
PFL championship.
"Our goal is always to win
the PFL, get in the playoffs, and
then see what happens from
there," Lindsey said. "We've been
fortunate that we've been in three
of the last four years, gone two
rounds, and get knocked out by
the guys who win it. If we had a
goal beyond that, we'd like to get
into the third round."
The "guys who win it," more
specifically
perennial
FCS
powerhouse North Dakota State
University has been as close to an
achilles heel as the Toreros have
had in recent memory. In each of
the last two seasons, the Bison

have succeeded in eliminating the
Toreros in the second round of the
FCS playoffs, and neither game has
been close.
"It gets really tough just
when you get into (the TCS
championship)," Lindsey
said.
"We're the only non-scholarship
team in there. We've gotten to two
rounds and we've played North
Dakota State twice, and oh my
god. It's like playing Alabama. So
we don't like it that.they beat us,
but we don't feel bad about it."
As the Toreros 2018 season
opener approaches,
however,
Lindsey and the Toreros' mindset is
rooted in the short term, far from
worrying about who they may
potentially play in a playoff game
in mid-December.
"Two things happen to you
every day — you either get better,
or you get worse," Lindsey said. "If
you don't grind, you don't shine."
The Toreros begin their 2018
season with a home game against
Western New Mexico University on
Saturday, Sept. 1 at 2 p.m. at Torero
Stadium. Tickets are free of charge
for all USD students.

USD football home
schedule:
USD vs. Western New
Mexico
Sept 1 @ 2 p.m.
USD vs. Stetson
Sept 29 @ 2 p.m.
USD vs. Dayton
(Homecoming)
Oct 13 @2 p.m.
USD vs. Jacksonville
Oct 17 <a> 1 p.m.
USD vs. Davidson
Nov 10 @ 2 p.m.
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A baseball coaching shakeup

Three USD baseball assistant coaches resign, are replaced following disappointing 2018 season

-.

After his three assistant coaches resigned in May, USD baseball head coach Rich Hill hired Matthew Florer (left) and Brock Ungricht (right) as the Toreros' new pitching and hitting coaches.
Photo courtesy of USD Athletics

Anderson Haigler
Sports Editor
On the heels of a 23-32 season
for the Toreros, change is afoot at
Fowler Park. Just months after the
University of San Diego baseball
team's third consecutive season
in which they failed to qualify
for the West Coast Conference
(WCC) postseason tournament,
assistant coaches Nathan Choate,
Brad Marcelino, and Michael
Ramazzotti resigned from their
positions. Choate, Marcelino, and
Ramazzotti served as the team's

their families to do something
different, and kinda challenge
themselves in other areas."
However, Hill stated that the
team's performance last season
may have had an impact on their
decision.
"This is a performance-related
industry, so performances- will
affect most of your decisions," Hill
said. "I think (their departure) was
coming either way."
Their positions, though, did
not remain vacant for long. In
early June, Hill introduced his new
coaching staff, which consists of

"It was just time to move on...l think (their
departure) was coming either way."
-Rich Hill
pitching, hitting, and volunteer
assistant coach, respectively.
USD baseball head coach
Rich Hill did not give any specific
indication as to why the three
coaches elected to leave the
program.
"It was just time to move
on," Hill said. "Those guys were
involved in a lot of success here
during their tenure, but they just
felt that it was time for them and

two individuals who are familiar
with both the WCC and San Diego.
On the pitching side of the
Toreros, Matthew Florer will take
over for USD. Florer has previously
played for and coached at Loyola
Marymount
University
(LMU),
doing the latter up until last
season. In his five-year tenure
at LMU, he helped oversee the
team's 2017 WCC Championship,
a season in which his pitching

Bradley Marcelino was one of three coaches who resigned after the 2018 season.
Thomas Christensen/The USD Vista

staff's ERA sunk to a 3.46 mark,
good for the sixth-lowest in LMU
history, and 18th in the nation that
year.
Florer stated that he was drawn
to USD by a desire to branch out
and learn more coaching-wise, as
well as a desire to join a program
with a strong baseball tradition.
"For myself, as much as I loved
LMU, I needed to find a home
elsewhere, and continue to grow,"
Florer said. "I was trying to find
a place that holds tradition...I
wanted to surround myself with
a coaching staff, and a head
coach specifically that I know I
can grow a ton from. So knowing,
and playing against Coach Hill for
all nine years, and knowing what
he's done in terms of this program
in terms of where it started and
where it is today, there's no better
place to call a new home."
He will take over a Torero
pitching staff that is in need of a
sense of direction. Last season,
USD finished with a team ERA
of nearly 6.00, worst in the WCC.
Though several months remain
until the Toreros begin their 2019
season, Florer hopes to turn things
around for the Toreros by instilling
a sense of mental toughness in
them.
"I don't know what was taking
place (at USD last season), I'm sure
there were lots of pros and there
were some cons," Florer said. "For
me, we are going to find a way to
be the toughest pitching staff. We
might not be the most talented
staff, I can't promise you that, I
can't say that we're gonna be the
best pitching staff — because
that's just a word. But what I can
promise you is we ar^ gonna be
the toughest pitching staff in our
conference, and I say that because
that's
a
controllable. That's
something we can do and work
towards. That's the message that's
going to be sent from the get-go
when this thing starts back up and
school begins."
From a hiring standpoint, Hill
said that he had his eye on Florer
for a couple of years.
"I interviewed (Florer) two
years ago, and I thought that he
was a rising star at that point,"
Hill said. "He just hadn't had any
experience at the Division I level

with his own coaching staff. He's
now had a couple of years under
his belt at Loyola Marymount,
where he's developed a couple of
really good pitching prospects. I
was very impressed with the way
their staff handled themselves,
they really competed on the
mound, and he called very good
games similar to how I like a game
to be called. He just doesn't give in
when calling pitches."
Hill
also mentioned that
he liked the preparation and
improvement over time that
Florer's pitchers demonstrated at
LMU.
"His pitchers looked extremely
prepared, and they . were all
improving," Hill said. " I just saw
those LMU pitchers just improve
drastically from year to year."
Above all else, Hill stated that
he valued Florer's character, and
commitment to his pitching staff
when making his decision on his
new pitching coach.
"The best thing about Matt
Florer is his demeanor and his
character. His number one priority
is making his pitching staff—
particularly his individuals—as

Hill said. "In an organization, that's
what I try to do first — hire good
people."
Ungricht, who played both
high school and college baseball
in San Diego at nearby Kearny
High School and San Diego
State University, has a strong
background in both professional
and collegiate baseball. Prior to
his hiring at USD he worked as a
Southern California Area Scout
for the Saint Louis Cardinals
organization, as well as an assistant
coach at Stanford University. Hill
said that he also valued Ungricht's
diverse
baseball
background
during the hiring process.
"You know, the success that
he's had with the offensive part
of it, the recruiting part of it at
Stanford really played a huge
part in it," Hill said. "Division I
is kind of going that way, that
hybrid assistant coach that has
that great blend of recruiting
and development, and he brings
both of those things to the table.
Being an area scout in San Diego,
he's connected everywhere. He's
got that recruiting DNA that runs
through his veins."

"All these current players and recruits have to do is
spend time with each of these (assistant coaches)
and they will be immediately drawn to them, and
want to run through a wall for both of these guys."
-Rich Hill
good as they can be," Hill said.
As for the Torero offense, Hill
settled on Brock Ungricht to take
over as USD's new hitting coach.
Ungricht, who has roots in San
Diego, will take over a facet of
Torero baseball that was among
the team's strongest last season.
In 2017, USD led the WCC in nearly
every offensive category, ranking
first in total hits, batting average,
runs scored, and home runs, a stark
contrast to the Toreros' struggles
on the mound. Hill spoke about
why he elected to hire Ungricht.
"(My decision) was more
about Brock Ungricht the person,
the assistant coach, the fit to
the University of San Diego, and
mentoring, developing, inspiring,
and encouraging young people,"

With a new set of assistant
coaches, the Toreros will look to
right the proverbial ship next
season and get back to their
winning ways. According to Hill,
the upcoming offseason will be
invaluable for his players and
their development, adding that
he expects his coaches to have an
immediate positive impact on the
team.
"All these current players
and recruits have to do is spend
time with each of these (assistant
coaches) and they will be
immediately drawn to them, and
want to run through a wall for
both of these guys," Hill said.
Hill, Florer, Ungricht, and the
rest of the Toreros will begin their
2019 season in February.

